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�The primary goal of our collaborative 

animation rendering system, dSabr, was to 

make it possible for art students to produce 
longer, and more detailed 3D animated 

movies, which generally require large 

amounts of compute time to render.  Because 
Blender, an open source modeling tool, is 

capable of rendering single frames 

independently, we were able to distribute the 
rendering workload across multiple machines 

using Python and Work Queue.

�To actually execute the work, we utilized 
computing resources at both UW-Eau Claire 

and the Center for High Throughput 

Computing at UW-Madison, we were able to 
reduce the rendering time for a video that 

took 72 minutes on a single machine down to 

5 minutes using our system.

�Despite the success of our initial system, 

however, it is still not widely used by the 

target art students because it requires 
knowledge of cluster computing and Linux 

terminal commands.

�To address this lack of usability and remove 

this barrier, this research project focuses on 

building and testing a web portal that serves 
as a front-end to dSabr and thus allows users 

to easily schedule, render, and view animated 

videos from their web browser. 
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Design

�For our Web Portal, we setup a Virtual Machine 

using Ubuntu, a Linux distribution to run dSABR 

application and website.

�We created a Bash script that acts as a 

wrapper to the dSabr application.  In this script, 

we create a sandbox directory where we copy 
all of the dSabr files including the user specified 

blender file.  This sandbox directory also allows 

us store log files incase of errors.

�Using PHP, we were able to store the Process 

ID on execution of this Bash Script and other 

run time parameters into a MySQL database. 

�A web portal hosted on a virtual machine that 

receives user requests such as scheduling an 

animation rendering job.  

�Behind the scenes, the system utilizes our 

existing DSABR command line tool to 

coordinate Work Queue workers which 
perform the task of rendering the videos the 

users specified.
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